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Nanolid: Covering Infection, Spreading Light
 Dr. Syed Abrarul Yaquin Najati Haziqul Yaquin
Nanolid is then used to light small sized lamps enough to light
a room and help and encourage the children study.
Abstract- This idea is about producing electrical energy though
at small level from the waste, screwed and just cooked food
contents like food scalps, useless parts, rotten and dried and any
waste food material which are compulsorily available in even
huts. The mentioned materials and just cooked food items radiate
thermal energy which would be absorbed by the special lid
developed from nano-materials called "Nanolid". This small
electrical power absorbed in Nanolid covering the food items
(waste as well as useful) would be made to light small lamps. In
this way the user -the villager, will get a clean view of interrelation
between education and health consciousness and will encourage
them for the same as a futuristic scope on the present scenario.
The caring of food from infection, the usage of waste food items
and the lightening of their lamps as a result of education and
awareness in front of their eyes will surely encourage them
towards education, hence the topic “NANOLID : COVERING
INFECTION, SPREADING LIGHT”.

I. INTRODUCTION
The [2] idea would add a bit to the solution of the problem
of illiteracy, health consciousness and their encouragement to
the rural areas of India to as much extent. The encouragement
of education, its scope and health consciousness, to both the
villagers and their children is important. The idea of
"Nanolid" would present a visual working output of education
and health consciousness to them within their houses. They
may not have fans but the absence of proper light keep them
apart from education. The Nanolid would provide a small
scale electrical energy to light small lamps via proper use of
their waste and just cooked food materials.

Fig 1: Basic Scheme of Nanolid.

II. DESCRIPTION
The idea is to develop a Lid made up of special material
called hybrid nano-material (Single walled carbon nanotubes
+ Copper sulphide nanoparticles) which can absorb thermal
energy being radiated out of the waste, useless, junk and just
cooked food in the form of electrical energy. This so called
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Fig 2: Internal Scheme of the material of Nanolid.

The normal Single walled carbon nanotubes are capable of
absorbing thermal energy but the addition of copper sulphide
nanoparticles to it has been proved to show better results [1].
The material of which the "lid" is to be made is called
CNT-CuS NPs (carbon nanotubes - copper sulphide
nanoparticles) on which latest researches have been done and
proved their capacity to convert small thermal energies (and
light also) into electricity hence called thermo-electric
nano-generators, and some researches are being under
process worldwide. So it can absorb heat from the radiation of
waste, junk and just cooked food to convert electricity though
at small scale. The CNT-CuS NPs made Lid called "Nanolid"
will be presented with the essential requirements like
connecting cords, small lamp and Thermal Photovoltaic cell.
The lid will cover the food material and will absorb the
thermal radiation and convert it into small DC voltage in a cell
connected to it. The cell will light the lamp for sure. To
construct a desired design of the Nanolid is out of the scope as
well as concern or need as the nanomaterials needed are
predesigned. After the project has been completed, we would
present the same in front of the Government in light of the past
success, need of hour, impact on root, effective results and the
most important the improvement of the seekers in a well
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designed manuscript. Nanomaterials are becoming an improvement schemes the most. The major need of society is
attractive proposition for realizing the hopes of future the connection of rural areas with the main stream. They are
thermoelectric devices, which would derive power just from apart mainly due to lack of education and this is due to lack of
differences in temperature. And, of course, the future consciousness as well as conscience. A technology that can
of photovoltaics is increasingly dependent on developments encourage both in them will change or at least set a platform
in nanomaterials. What nanomaterials haven‟t been used for for this. This idea of developing electricity from waste and
yet is to combine thermoelectric with photovoltaic‟s. But now just cooked food with the help of nanolid would put their
in joint research between Louisiana Tech University and the minds on the better track as far as their children are concerned
University of Texas at Arlington that combination has been to belief on the importance of health and education.
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III. CONCLUSION
The idea is different from any other as it, even on its failure
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consciousness for health & hygiene and education in their
minds putting in them the trust of education as a future
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intended to improve the social structure of those who need the
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